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ABSTRACT: Well bottomhole pressure optimization issue has been a significant concern for efficiently developing unconventional
systems due to strong stress sensitivity. Therefore, it is of practical interest to clarify influence mechanisms involved in stress
sensitivity for gas shale, which is further included in the production model to determine main controlling factors for bottomhole
pressure strategy optimization for long term hydrocarbon extraction. Currently, many production models were limited in exploring
stress sensitivity mechanisms but adopted common empirical equations regarding net pore stress instead. In addition, geophysical
control analysis for unconventional systems optimization was mostly conducted using local sensitivity qualitative analysis, which
should be validated to be reliable and applicable to fields using multi-parameter interaction influence. As a result, in this paper, an
efficient workflow to rationally optimize gas well production system was provided by combining the production model, orthogonal
design approach, and response surface method. To be specific, the compound flow model for shale gas reservoirs, incorporating
multiple stress sensitivity mechanisms, was proposed to function as a theoretical basis for production optimization simulation. Last
but not least, local sensitivity analysis was conducted to qualitatively analyze the impact of influencing factors on 20 year-production
of gas wells under different bottomhole production methods. The simulation results showed that the managed pressure drawdown
scheme can be adopted for reservoirs with high reservoir pressure and tight matrix properties, while the high-pressure drawdown
scheme is suitable for reservoir with better fracturing effect and high external water content. Finally, based on the proposed gas flow
model and orthogonal design experiments, response surface design and single factor analysis as well, an optimization mathematical
model for shale gas multi-parameter interaction was established, which intuitively quantified the effects of multi-geophysical controls
on EUR increase in different production durations, including matrix properties, fracture properties, and production system indicator
parameters. These findings provide a more reliable reference for production system optimization based on a series of mathematical
approaches to improve overall long-term recovery from shale gas reservoirs.

1. INTRODUCTION
Shale gas, an unconventional hydrocarbon resource, has been a
major portion in energy structure composition in the world
due to its environment-protection and abundance, as well as
demand for fossil energy with the rapid development of the
global economy.1 Due to complex structures and poor pore
throats,2,3 horizontal well technology and volume fracturing
methods4 are used to extract hydrocarbon out of the shale by
inducing “artificial fracture network”. The rapid decline rate in
initial daily gas production for shale gas wells can be attributed
to strong stress sensitivity, an extremely common phenomen-

on, which weakens the reservoir conductivity and restricts the
long-term production of gas reservoirs as well. During the
production stage of a shale gas well, the porous medium is
gradually compacted with the increase in net pore pressure,
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thus leading to a deformation in main flow path and a
reduction in seepage capacity. Therefore, optimizing the well
bottomhole pressure difference can alleviate the increase in
effective stress and ultimately promote long-term stable
production of shale gas wells.
Reservoir stress-sensitivity can exist in the multi-scale shale

gas mass transfer stage. In the early production stage, a large
amount of free gas in proppant-contained hydraulic fractures
breaks through early under large pressure drop. In the case, the
decline in hydraulic fracture pore pressure can increase
overlying stress in the reservoir, thereby weakening the
hydraulic fracture conductivity and enhancing the reservoir
stress sensitivity. Subsequently, free gas can transport from
secondary fracture network to hydraulic fractures. Less
distribution of proppant and fracture fluid intrusion into the
secondary fracture network and inside the matrix5−7 might
generate higher stress sensitivity. The final mass transfer stage
is that the matrix pore structure changes with the effective
stress, resulting in a decline in porosity and permeability, which
affects long-term gas production of shale gas wells. To sum up,
there are three specific production system mechanisms: (1)
artificial fractures conductivity loss;8−12 (2) micro-fractures
stress sensitivity;13−17 and (3) matrix stress sensitivity.18−20

The diverse scale of the pore structure from shale reservoirs
makes complex gas flow process, including desorption,
diffusion, and seepage. The flow path also covers from
molecular scale to macroscale. As a result, the gas productivity
should be closely related with matrix and fracture parameters.
Most studies have been carried out on the local sensitivity
analysis on shale gas production21−27 but have not yet formed
a direct guidance for influencing factors in the production
system plans formulation as well as a systematical theory of
influencing factors interaction on production plan optimiza-
tion.
Therefore, with respect to the above scientific issues, we

proposed a semi-analytical compound flow model for
production prediction from shale gas reservoirs considering
multiple stress sensitivity mechanisms and nonlinear flow
process. Furthermore, based on the local sensitivity analysis,

we then clarified how single influential factors functioned in
the selection of the production system from the geological
background and engineering parameters. In addition, based on
the flow model in this paper, we proposed a multi-parameter
optimization model for shale gas by introducing orthogonal
experimental design and response surface methods. The model
was applied to the regression analysis between the EUR
increase and the multiple independent variables interaction in
different production schemes of shale gas wells. The above
analysis can intuitively quantify the interaction influence
mechanism of matrix properties, fracture properties, and
production system indicator parameters on the EUR increase
in different production years. This research provides a more
reliable reference for production system optimization based on
a series of mathematical approaches to improve overall long-
term recovery from shale gas reservoirs.

2. METHODOLOGY
2.1. Physical Model. It is assumed that all the hydraulic

fractures can be characterized by bi wing Transverse,28 note
that the increased effective stress may lead to elastic
embedding and deformation of proppant in hydraulic fractures.
Furthermore, the secondary fracture network and matrix are
considered as equivalent medium. Considering that there are
some unstimulated reservoir zones between the hydraulic
fractures and outside the fracture tip, the proposed model in
the paper can include the following five flow areas: hydraulic
fractures, fracture network area 1, matrix area 2 between
hydraulic fractures, and unstimulated matrix area 3 and matrix
area 4, as shown in Figure 1. The stress sensitivity, high-
pressure adsorption, and diffusion and viscous flow are all
considered in the matrices 2, 3, and 4. Moreover, the hydration
expansion of the unproppant fracture network can aggravate
the clay swelling, which is the focus of pressure control
protection for gas wells.

2.1.1. Pressure Control Mechanism.

1 Artificial fracture conductivity loss

Figure 1. Simplified five-zone composite physical model of multi-fractured horizontal well.
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The effective support performance of proppants to fractures
is the key to forming the required fracture conductivity.29 The
increase in the effective net stress pressure causes the proppant
inside the artificial fracture to be embedded, deformed, and
ruptured; thus, the effective flow channel width of the fracture
is reduced, and the fracture conductivity can be impaired.30

Assuming the impact of proppant elastic embedding and
deformation of the proppant on the width of hydraulic
fractures is linearly related to the net confining pressure, the
expressions1 and2 are expressed as follows9

Width loss caused by elastic embedding of proppant

=w p v D E2 (1 ) /2/E avg m
2

p p (1)

width loss caused by elastic fracture of proppant

= · ·w D p v E1.04 (1 )/D p avg P
2

p (2)

the effective width of the proppant-fracture is

=w w w we 0 E D (3)

2 Microfracture water−shale interaction
Compared with matrix and proppant hydraulic fractures,

unsupported microfractures are more sensitive to net reservoir
stress. Even after the stress is restored, the permeability can
only recover to 10−15% of the initial permeability.31 In this
work, the permeability is assumed to decrease exponentially
with the increase of effective stress.32 The stress sensitivity
coefficient after fracturing fluid soaking is not constant but is
negatively correlated with effective stress.
The permeability in the water-bearing equivalent fracture

network is given by eq 432

=K K ei
p p

f f
( )f e f (4)

where

= +a p p( )f e f f0

3 Matrix stress sensitivity
The increase effective stress on the rock skeleton of the

reservoir results in obvious elastoplastic deformation of the
rock pore structure, and thus, matrix permeability, porosity,
and rock physical parameters have changed. Therefore, an
exponential stress sensitivity empirical model32 was introduced

to characterize the influence of matrix stress sensitivity on
matrix seepage capacity

=K K ei
P P

m m
( )m e m (5)

2.1.2. Gas Nonlinear Flow Effects.
1 High-pressured physical properties

The pseudo pressure and pseudo-time33 are adopted to
linearize the high-pressured physical property parameters in
the flowing control equation to solve the equations easily.
The pseudo-pressure is

= P
Z

P
2

d
P

0 (6)

the pseudo-time is

=t
C

P C P
t

( ) ( )
d

t
i i

a
0

t

t (7)

2 Supercritical adsorption model
It can be demonstrated that conventional Langmuir

adsorption equation is not suitable for describing high pressure
adsorption for shale gas reservoirs. In the paper, the excess
high-pressure isothermal adsorption model34 based on the
adsorption phase volume theory is adopted as follows

=
+

i
k
jjjjj

y
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zzzzzq
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sc

sc sc
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g

a (8)

3 Apparent permeability model
Considering the high-pressured desorption and stress

sensitivity of the matrix, an apparent permeability model of
gas flow in the shale matrix micro-/nanopores based on
molecular dynamics theory35 was used to superimpose the real
gas viscous flow and Knudsen diffusion by weighting
coefficients
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where effective Knudsen number is as follows

Table 1. Definition of Dimensionless Parameters

dimensionless parameter definition dimensionless parameter definition

dimensionless pseudo-pressure =D
e

e wf
dimensionless production =

q

T K A

p q T
1 ( )

D

sc F cw e wf

sc sc

dimensionless pseudo-time =
+ +

t
K t

C C C A( )aD
F a

1 t1 2 t2 3 t3 cw
storage capacity ratio =

+ +
=w

C

C C C
i( 1,2,3)i

i it

1 t1 2 t2 3 t3

dimensionless length in x direction =x x
L
2

D
f

zone 2−4 mass transfer coefficient = K
L K

A
12

24
4

F
2

2
cw

dimensionless length in y direction =y
y

AD
cw

zone 3−1 mass transfer coefficient = K
L K

A
12

13
1

F
2

3
cw

dimensionless conductivity in zone 3 =
+ +

K
C C C

C

KF
3D

F

1 t1 2 t2 F t

3 t3

3a
zone 1−F mass transfer coefficient = K

L K
A

12
1F

1

F
2

F
cw

dimensionless conductivity in zone 4 =
+ +

K
C C C

C

KF
4D

F

1 t1 2 t2 F t

4 t4

4a
dimensionless formation conductivity =R

K d
K LCD

1

2 F
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= =K
r

K T
r d p2ne

e

B

e
2 (10)

considering stress sensitivity and desorption process, the
effective hydraulic flow radius is as follows

=r r de p p
e 0

( )/2
CH

m e m
4 (11)

surface coverage of adsorbed gas on matrix pore wall is as
follows

=
+

i
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zzzzz

p

p p
14

4 L

g

a (12)

2.2. Mathematical Model. 2.2.1. Governing Equation for
Gas Flow in Matrix Zone 4. The matrix gas of zone 4 merges
into the matrix of zone 2 along the y direction. The stress
sensitivity, supercritical desorption, and diffusion and viscous
flow are coupled. The outer boundary condition is closed, and
reservoir pressure on the inner boundary is continuous.
According to the dimensionless parameters definition in

Table 1, dimensionless gas percolation equation in the matrix
zone 4 can be derived in eq 13

=
t y

14D

a 4D

2
4D
2

(13)

boundary conditions expressed in dimensionless form are as
follows

=y( , 0) 04D D (14)

=y t( , )4D FD aD 2D (15)

=
=

y t

y

( , )
0

y y

4D D aD

D
D eD (16)

2.2.2. Governing Equation for Gas Flow in the Matrix
Zone 3. Considering the reservoir stress sensitivity, gas
desorption, and diffusion and viscous flow from matrix zone
3 into zone 1 along the y direction, the dimensionless gas
percolation equation in the matrix zone 3 can be derived using
eq 17

=
t y

13D

aD 3D

2
3D

D
2

(17)

As outer boundary condition is closed and reservoir pressure
on the inner boundary is continuous, the dimensionless initial
and boundary conditions are reflected in eqs 18−20 as follows

=y( , 0) 03D D (18)

=y t( , )3D FD aD 1D (19)

=
=

y t

y

( , )
0

y y

3D D aD

D
D eD (20)

2.2.3. Governing Equation for Gas Flow in Matrix Zone 2.
Considering the unsteady gas flow exchange in matrix zone 4
and matrix zone 2, the dimensionless gas seepage equation in
the matrix zone 2 is established in eq 21

=
=

x
w

t y y
3 6

y y

2
2D

D
2

2

12

2D

aD 24 FD

4D

D
FD (21)

The outer boundary is closed, the inner boundary pressure is
continuous, and the initial and boundary conditions are
expressed in eqs 22−24
the initial condition

=x( , 0) 02D D (22)

outer boundary

=
=

x t

x

( , )
0

x

2D D aD

D 1D (23)

inner boundary

=x t( , )2D d aD 1D (24)

2.2.4. Governing Equation for Gas Flow in Fracture
Network Zone 1. Considering the influence of hydration on
gas seepage capacity in the equivalent fracture network zone 1,
the flow rate on the outer boundary between zone 1 and zone
2 is continuous, and inner boundary pressure is continuous.
The dimensionless gas flow equation in fracture network zone
1 can be depicted in expression25

=
=

x
w

t y y
3 6

y y

2
1D

D
2

1

1F

1D

aD 13 FD

3D

D
FD (25)

the boundary conditions are as followed in eqs 26−28
initial condition

=x( , 0) 01D D (26)

outer boundary

=t(0, )1D aD FD (27)

inner boundary

=
= =

x t

x

x t

x

( , ) ( , )

x d x d

1D D aD

D /2

12

1F

2D D aD

D /2D D D D (28)

2.2.5. Governing Equation for Gas Flow in Inner Zone
Hydraulic Fracture. The gas mass transfer in the hydraulic
fracture is mainly dominated by viscous flow, and elastic
embedding and deformation of proppant in the hydraulic
fractures cannot be ignored. Then the dimensionless flow
control eq 29 in the hydraulic fracture is established

=
=y

w
t x3

x d

2
FD

D
2 F

FD

aD

1F 1D

D /2D D (29)

considering the constant bottom hole pressure of the gas well
and the outer boundary is closed, the initial and boundary
conditions are as follows
The initial condition

=y( , 0) 0FD D (30)

outer boundary

=
=

y t

t

( , )
0

y y

FD D aD

aD
D FD (31)
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inner boundary

=t(0, )FD aD wfD (32)

2.3. Model Solution. Dimensionless bottomhole pseudo
pressure gradually decreases from the initial reservoir pressure
to the constant flowing pressure and then generates
continuously at the constant pressure; thus, the dimensionless
bottom hole pressure can be expressed with the dimensionless
time as form of Piecewise function36

= =
l
mooo
n
ooo

F t t t t

t t

( , ) ( )

1 ( )wfD
e wf

e w

D aD BD aD BD

aD BD (33)

the Heaviside (x) function37 was introduced to transform eq
33 into a continuity function 34

=t F t t H t t F t t( ) ( , ) ( , )( ( , ) 1)wfD aD D aD BD aD BD D aD BD

(34)

the dimensionless bottom hole pseudo pressure t( )wfD aD was
transformed in the Laplace space as the expression 35

= +s F t t t t( ) ( , )e d e d
t

st

t

st
wfD 0

D aD BD aD aD
BD

aD

BD

D

(35)

the second integral term on the right side of the above
formula35 can be simplified to obtain expression36

= +s F t t t
s

( ) ( , )e d
et

st
st

wfD 0
D aD BD aD

BD
aD

BD

(36)

discretize eq 36, then eq 37 can be obtained

= · +
=

i
k
jjjj

y
{
zzzzs F

s s
( )

e e e

k

N

K

st st st

wfD
1

D 1

k kaD 1 aD aD

(37)

where

= +F F t t F t t0.5( ( , ) ( , ))k k kD 1 D aD 1 BD D aD BD

next, the dimensionless seepage equations can be transformed
in Laplace domain and the final solution was acquired. Then
the semi-analytical solution of the dimensionless production in
the real space is acquired with the Stehfest numerical
inversion.38 By the Newton iteration method, the production
solution in the real space at constant pressure can be derived
and the specific solution process is shown in Figure 2. As the
highlights of this paper are theoretical analysis of dynamic
production performance of gas wells with managed pressure
drawdown and optimization of pressure drop strategies rather
than model derivation, the solution of the model is directly
given in this paper. The specific solution derivation details have
been illustrated.39

The total dimensionless production rate at the bottom hole
of the shale gas well in Laplace space can be derived in eq 38

=
=

N
y

q
2

y
LD

LFD

D 0D (38)

3. LOCAL SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS OF PRODUCTION
STRATEGY

For production wells in shale production areas, the key
influencing factors affecting productivity are mostly qualita-
tively analyzed by local sensitivity, mainly including reservoir

geological parameters and engineering parameters. In this
paper, productivity was taken as the dependent variable in the
production strategy optimization research, and the single factor
analysis of the key influencing factors of gas well productivity
was carried out with an example well in the Sichuan shale gas
area, including reservoir physical parameters (original reservoir
pressure, matrix permeability, and matrix porosity), engineer-
ing parameters (artificial fracture conductivity, cluster spacing,
fracture network stress sensitivity, and reservoir exogenous
water cut). The geological parameters and engineering of this
example well are shown in Table 2.

3.1. Original Reservoir Pressure. When other parameters
remain constant, original reservoir pressure is, respectively, set
as 50, 70, and 90 MPa, the trend of gas well production with
respect to reservoir pressure under different production
systems is analyzed, and a typical gas production chart is
drawn to further compare the gas production and pressure
control production effect under different reservoir pressures.
As shown in Figures 3−5 and Table 3, the daily peak gas

production and EUR of pressure-controlled production are
positively correlated with original reservoir pressure; the stress-
sensitivity does not play any obvious roles on the production
system at the low pressure conditions, and thus, high pressure
drawdown production (HD) is preferred to be adopted than
managed pressure drawdown production (MD). When the
original reservoir pressure gradually increases, the effective
stress range is getting wider and the permeability loss caused
by the stress-sensitivity is larger. Therefore, the earlier the
“productivity reversal” occurs, the higher the final reservoir
pressure drop percentage and EUR increase, which can result
in a higher pressure control production effect.

3.2. Matrix Permeability. It is commonly accepted that
the permeability of the reservoir with poor pore connectivity
for shale gas reservoirs is between 10−5 and 10−3 mD.2,3,40 So
when other parameters remain unchanged, the matrix
permeability is set to change between 5 × 10−5 and 5 ×

Figure 2. Flow chart of solving pressure control production model.
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10−3 mD to analyze its influence on the production under
pressure control for 2 years and high pressure drawdown and
compare the production effects under different production
systems.
Figures 6−8 and Table 4 show that when km0 is small, the

daily peak gas production and EUR of pressure-controlled
production are lower; when km0 is gradually reduced, the
earlier the “production reversal” appears, the higher the
residual reservoir pressure and EUR increase, and ultimately
the higher the yield increase effect of managed pressure
drawdown production (MD). This is because more little
permeability means more developed micro-throat or pore and
small average throat radius. The increase in effective stress can
easily cause the closure of these micro-throat and high
permeability loss, finally enhancing stress sensitivity. Therefore,

a reasonable bottom-hole pressure drop should be formulated
to ensure long-term stable production of gas wells to obtain an
ideal EUR value.

3.3. Matrix Porosity. Similarly, when the other parameters
are maintained constant, the matrix porosity is changed as 0.4,

Table 2. Geological Parameters and Engineering Parameters of an Example Well

parameter name value parameter name value

basic parameters initial pressure/MPa 80 fractured sections 20
reservoir temperature/K 400 number of fracturing clusters per section 6
reservoir thickness/m 16 constant bottomhole flowing pressure/MPa 3
length of horizontal section/m 1800

matrix matrix permeability/mD 0.0004 Langmuir volume/(m3/t) 3.5
matrix porosity/% 4.0 Langmuir pressure/MPa 8
stress sensitivity coefficient/MPa−1 0.20

fracture network permeability in the fracture network/mD 1 initial stress sensitivity coefficient/MPa−1 0.26
porosity/% 5.3

hydraulic fracture half-length of hydraulic fracture 100 width of fracturing zone between two clusters/m 10
width of hydraulic fracture/m 0.01 permeability in the hydraulic fracture/mD 50
cluster spacing/m 15 well spacing/m 300

Figure 3. Chart of daily gas production and production time with
different production strategies under different original reservoir
pressures.

Figure 4. Chart of cumulative gas production and production time with different production strategies under different original reservoir pressures.

Figure 5. Chart of average reservoir pressure and production time
with different production strategies under different original reservoir
pressures.

Table 3. Relationship between EUR and Original Reservoir
Pressure for Different Production Systems

Pe
value/MPa

EUR
depressurization

production/(108 m3)

EUR under 2 year
managed pressure

drawdown/(108 m3)
20 year-EUR
increase/%

50 1.1395 1.1174 −1.94
70 1.6014 1.6509 3.09
90 1.8157 1.9266 6.10
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0.55, and 0.7, respectively, and the influence of porosity on gas
well production under different production systems can be
calculated.

It can be seen from Figures 9−11 and Table 5 that when the
porosity is smaller, the daily gas production decline rate of

Figure 6. Chart of daily gas production and production time with
different production strategies under different matrix permeabilities.

Figure 7. Chart of cumulative gas production and production time
with different production strategies under different matrix perme-
abilities.

Figure 8. Chart of average reservoir pressure and production time
with different production strategies under different matrix perme-
abilities.

Table 4. Relationship between EUR and Matrix
Permeability for Different Production Systems

km0
value/mD

EUR
depressurization

production/(108 m3)

EUR under 2 year
managed pressure

drawdown/(108 m3)
20 year-EUR
increase/%

5.0 × 10−5 1.6630 1.8062 8.61
5.0 × 10−4 1.6946 1.8245 7.67
5.0 × 10−3 1.7264 1.8411 6.64

Figure 9. Chart of daily gas production and production time with
different production strategies under different matrix porosities.

Figure 10. Chart of cumulative gas production and production time
with different production strategies under different matrix porosities
during short-term production.

Figure 11. Chart of average reservoir pressure and production time
with different production strategies under different matrix porosities.

Table 5. Relationship between EUR and Matrix Porosity for
Different Production Systems

φ value

EUR
depressurization

production/(108 m3)

EUR under 2 year managed
pressure

drawdown/(108 m3)
20 year-EUR
increase/%

0.04 1.6934 1.8220 7.64
0.055 1.9442 2.0568 5.79
0.07 2.1790 2.2756 4.43
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managed pressure drawdown production system and high
pressure drawdown production system can be conversely
higher, and the 20 year EUR is lower; the decreasing porosity
means higher proportion of channels and micropores, and the
number of effectively connected pores can be small as well.
Therefore, the micropores are more likely to be closed and
deformed under the effective stress, resulting in little gas
production in the matrix. To sum up, the lower the porosity,
the earlier the “productivity reversal” occurs, the lower the
residual pressure of the reservoir, the higher the EUR increase
rate, and the more ideal the stimulation effect of pressure-
controlled production.

3.4. Reservoir Exogenous Water Content. The field
flowback data of shale gas volume fractured wells show that the
flowback rate of gas wells is extremely low, and the flowback
rate of most shale reservoirs is less than 50%. For instance, the
flowback rate of the Eagle Ford Basin in the United States is
20%, and the flowback rate of shale gas wells in the Haynesville
Basin is only 5%; some shale gas wells in the Fuling area of
China are even as low as 3%. A large amount of fracturing fluid
retention may not only cause huge damage to shale reservoirs
but also ultimately weaken the gas flow capacity. Therefore,
several sets of comparison schemes were designed, such as 40,
50, and 60% of reservoir exogenous water content, to study its
influence on cumulative gas production of gas wells under
different production systems in 20 years.
It can be seen from Figures 12−14 and Table 6 that when

the reservoir water content is higher, the daily gas production decline rate of two different production systems is higher, and
the EUR in 20 years is lower; when reservoir water content
gradually increases, the earlier the “productivity reversal”
occurs, the higher the residual pressure of the reservoir, the
higher the increase in EUR, and the higher the stimulation
effect of pressure-controlled production. This is because after
the foreign liquid intrusion to the shale gas reservoir, long-term
contact with the clay minerals in the reservoir leads to the
decrease of Young’s modulus, elastic modulus, Poisson’s ratio,
and other mechanical parameters, ultimately resulting in the
weakened cementation performance, and the enhanced stress
sensitivity as well. Moreover, the higher the water content, the
higher the stress sensitivity, and thus, the more reasonable the
bottom hole pressure difference should be.

3.5. Stress Sensitivity in Unproppant Fracture Net-
work. As unsupported secondary fracture network is
susceptible to fracture closure due to changes in formation
pressure, the gas flow capacity is greatly weakened, and the
impact of the fracture network stress sensitivity on productivity
cannot be ignored. When the reservoir parameters and
engineering parameters remain unchanged, the fracture
network stress sensitivity parameters are 0.2, 0.25, and 0.3
MPa−1, and then the gas well production curve with time, gas
production and fracture network stress sensitivity are obtained,
respectively.
As shown in Figures 15−17 and Table 7, when the stress

sensitivity of the fracture network is higher, the daily gas
production decline rate of two different production systems is
higher, and the 20 year EUR is lower; as the stress sensitivity
gradually increases, “productivity reversal” occurs compara-
tively earlier, reservoir residual pressure and the increase in 20
year-EUR remains higher, and the stimulation effect of
managed pressure drawdown production become stronger as
well.

3.6. Hydraulic Fracture Cluster Spacing. When other
parameters remain unchanged and hydraulic fracture cluster

Figure 12. Chart of daily gas production and production time with
different production strategies under different exogenous water
content.

Figure 13. Chart of cumulative gas production and production time
with different production strategies under different exogenous water
content during short-term production.

Figure 14. Chart of average reservoir pressure and production time
with different production strategies under different exogenous water
content.

Table 6. Relationship between EUR and Exogenous Water
Content for Different Production Systems

sw
value
(%)

EUR
depressurization

production/(108 m3)

EUR under 2 year managed
pressure

drawdown/(108 m3)
20 year-EUR
increase/%

40 1.8081 1.9298 6.73
50 1.6201 1.7476 7.56
60 1.4620 1.5833 8.30
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spacing changes from 15 to 25 m, the influence of hydraulic
fracture cluster spacing on production is analyzed.
Figures 18−20 and Table 8 show that the distance between

hydraulic fracture clusters goes negatively with the density of
hydraulic fracture strips and reservoir utilization. Then the
peak value of daily gas production with managed pressure
drawdown production and 20 year-EUR can be greatly

Figure 15. Chart of daily gas production and production time with
different production strategies under different stress sensitivities.

Figure 16. Chart of cumulative gas production and production time
with different production strategies under different stress sensitivities.

Figure 17. Chart of average reservoir pressure and production time
with different production strategies under different stress sensitivities.

Table 7. Relationship between EUR and Stress Sensitivity
for Different Production Systems

γ value
MPa−1

EUR
depressurization

production/(108 m3)

EUR under 2 year managed
pressure

drawdown/(108 m3)
20 year-EUR
increase/%

0.2 1.9068 1.9571 2.63
0.25 1.4565 1.5788 8.39
0.3 0.9951 1.1149 12.04

Figure 18. Chart of daily gas production and production time with
different production strategies under different hydraulic fracture
cluster spacings.

Figure 19. Chart of cumulative gas production and production time
with different production strategies under different hydraulic fracture
cluster spacings.

Figure 20. Chart of average reservoir pressure and production time
with different production strategies under different hydraulic fracture
cluster spacings.

Table 8. Relationship between EUR and Hydraulic Fracture
Cluster Spacing for Different Production Systems

Lf value m

EUR
depressurization

production/(108 m3)

EUR under 2 year
managed pressure

drawdown/(108 m3)
20 year-EUR
increase/%

15 1.6934 1.8195 7.45
20 1.5044 1.6024 6.51
25 1.3768 1.4546 5.65
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increased due to small cluster spacing; furthermore, when
fracture cluster spacing decreases, the “productivity reversal”
can exist, and the reservoir residual pressure will drop down,
finally causing high increase in EUR and strong stimulation
effect of pressure-controlled production.

3.7. Single Hydraulic Fracture Conductivity. The
hydraulic fracture conductivity is the product of the hydraulic
fracture permeability and width, which reflects the ability of gas
transmission in fractures to wellbore. When hydraulic fracture
permeability is kept constant, the width of the fracturing zone
controlled by a single hydraulic fracture is changed to 2, 4, and
8 m, respectively. Thus, different hydraulic fracture con-
ductivities are calculated and the influence on gas well
production and pressure control production increase effect is
analyzed.
As is seen in Figures 21−23 and Table 9, the large fracturing

zone width means big density of induced fractures. Next, an

ideal fracturing stimulation effect can be obtained so that
fracture network conductivity is strong, and the daily gas rate
and cumulative gas production under managed pressure
drawdown are high. However, reservoir stress sensitivity can
be enhanced by gradual increase in the fracturing zone width.
The earlier the “productivity reversal” occurs, the lower
reservoir residual pressure and then the higher the EUR
increase, ultimately obtaining stronger stimulation effect of
pressure control production.

3.8. Hydraulic Fracture Half Length. When other
parameters are constant and hydraulic fracture half-lengths
are 60, 80, and 100 m, respectively, the variation trend of gas

well production with respect to fracture half-length under
different production strategies is analyzed, and gas well
production typical curves under different fracture half-length
is calculated and besides a 20 year EUR comparative analysis of
different production systems is made.
As shown in Figures 24−26 and Table 10, the larger the

hydraulic fracture half-length, the higher the peak daily gas

production, daily gas production decline rate, and 20 year EUR
of different production systems; when the half-length of
hydraulic fracture gradually increases, the stress sensitivity is
also more obvious; then the lower final reservoir residual
pressure and higher EUR increase rate can be realized by the
controlled pressure production.

Figure 21. Chart of daily gas production and production time with
different production strategies under different fracturing zone widths.

Figure 22. Chart of cumulative gas production and production time
with different production strategies under different fracturing zone
widths during short-term production.

Figure 23. Chart of average reservoir pressure and production time
with different production strategies under different fracturing zone
widths.

Table 9. Relationship between EUR and Hydraulic Fracture
Fracturing Zone Width for Different Production Systems

D value/m

EUR
depressurization

production/(108 m3)

EUR under 2 year
managed pressure

drawdown/(108 m3)
20 year-EUR
increase/%

2 1.4764 1.5952 8.05
4 1.6520 1.7889 8.28
8 1.6777 1.8336 9.29

Figure 24. Chart of daily gas production and production time with
different production strategies under different hydraulic fracture half
lengths.
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4. MULTI-PARAMETER INTERACTION IMPACT
ANALYSIS

The optimization research of production system index
parameters generally takes the productivity and productivity
increase of gas wells with different production systems as
dependent variables. Therefore, the parameters sensitivity and
interaction mechanism between parameters are studied and
optimal combination of these parameters can be expected to
significantly maximize the objective function. At present, most
relevant researches are carried out by local sensitivity analysis.
Thus, a suitable multi-parameter optimization model becomes
the key to solving the above issues. In addition, the current
production system index parameter optimization merely
concludes the pressure drop path optimization, ignoring the
optimization of pressure drawdown duration and initial
controlled pressure. Thus, for typical shale gas multi-stage
fractured horizontal well, a multi-parameter optimization
method was proposed by combining the response surface
quantitative method (optimizing the objective function) with
the pressure-controlled productivity model (model calcula-
tion). Regarding long-term (20 years) production EUR and
EUR increase with different production strategies of shale gas
reservoirs, regression analysis was carried out on the above 9
parameters, and the influence mechanism and effect of multi
parameter interaction on pressure-controlled production and
EUR increase was analyzed, which can efficiently and
reasonably achieve the gas well production system plan
optimization. The specific analysis process is presented in
Figure 27 as follows.

4.1. Orthogonal Experimental Design. Design of
Experiments (DoE) is a research method for process analysis
between influence parameters and the response, which was
used to statistically assess the significance of different factors
with the lowest experimental cost. Traditional experimental
designs can include factorial design, uniform design, center
combination design, Box-Behnken design, and so on.41 The
above approaches are more common in solving the linear
regression between factors and responses. Due to the large
number of influencing factors and complex interaction of
multiple factors, the regression between factors and responses
shows strong nonlinear characteristics. Thus, there exists
significant defects on traditional experimental design method.
Orthogonal experimental design, as a widely used high-

Figure 25. Chart of cumulative gas production and production time
with different production strategies under different hydraulic fracture
half lengths.

Figure 26. Chart of average reservoir pressure and production time
with different production strategies under different hydraulic fracture
half lengths.

Table 10. Relationship between EUR and Hydraulic
Fracture Half-Length for Different Production Systems

yF value m

EUR
depressurization

production/(108 m3)

EUR under 2 year
managed pressure

drawdown/(108 m3)
20 year-EUR
increase/%

60 1.2785 1.3416 4.94
80 1.4881 1.5867 6.63
100 1.6934 1.8221 7.60

Figure 27. Optimization model implementation flowchart.
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efficiency test method, adopts a normalized orthogonal table to
properly design a multi-factor test plan and seeks the optimal
combination of multiple tests, which can effectively analyze test
results and overcome the limitations of traditional exper-
imental design. In addition, the results of orthogonal
experimental design are also quite believable, which verifies
the method a good design choice.
In order to better understand the interaction impact of

fracturing parameters, geological parameters and production
system parameters on the development effect of shale gas wells,
and to provide theoretical support for subsequent optimization
of production system scheme, an orthogonal experimental
design was used in this paper to conduct a comprehensive
analysis of multiple indicators to obtain the optimal solution.
To be more specific, the test concluded above 9 factors, in each
of which 5 levels were considered, as shown in Table 11.
According to the orthogonal design Table 1, 63 groups of
schemes can be designed and then simulated by proposed
mechanism productivity model to compare shale gas well
production effects with different production systems, which
was presented in Table 12.

4.2. Surface Response Model Establishment and
Analysis. The traditional mathematical statistics method
requires a large amount of data and cannot consider the
comprehensive effect of several factors. Orthogonal exper-
imental design can consider several factors but cannot find a
clear functional expression between the factors and the
response value, so the optimal combination of factors and
the response value cannot be found. Therefore, a regression
analysis method is expected to be conducted with few
experiments, short experimental period, and high accuracy,
which can be used to study the interaction between several
factors. The response surface method (RSM) satisfies these
requirements to a large extent by qualitatively adopting
reasonable experimental design, deterministic experimental
results, and quantitatively combining multiple quadratic
regression to fit the functional relationship between influencing
variables and response values. It can also form response
surfaces to study the interaction between factors and response
values and make up for the shortcomings of traditional
univariate tests. By estimating the multivariate terms
coefficients by the least squares principle, the regression
equation after the initial fitting can be obtained. Then the F-
test method is used to analyze the significance of regression
model terms, and the variables with the least significant
coefficients in the above estimation are, respectively,
eliminated, and the eliminated response surface equation is
established, which is the final surface equation. Finally, the
influence mechanism of each factor on the response value is

clarified, and a reasonable combination of multi-parameters is
ultimately determined to optimize the response value.

4.2.1. Regression Model Establishment. Based on the
above principles, the form of the selected response surface
model should be first considered. When selecting an
appropriate model, statistical methods are used to screen
polynomials to better fit the equation such as linear models,
two-factor interaction models (2FI), quadratic models, or
cubic models. The second-order polynomial model based on
Taylor expansion is most commonly used, which considers all
quadratic terms, linear terms, and interaction terms. Generally
speaking, the quadratic regression model is accurate enough to
approximate the real data in the field of science and
technology.
The quadratic regression response surface equation can be

expressed as eq 39
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The above formula 39 can be rewritten as 40 in matrix form
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the F test method was used to verify the significance of
regression equation. The significance level α is an important
index parameter of the F test, which means that there is a
certain degree of confidence in making a judgment, and finally
a relevant variance analysis table (Table 13) was established to
judge the significance of the regression equation. The
expression of the F-test method is =F V

VR
R

e
.

F follows an F distribution with (m,n) degrees of freedom.
Under the given significance level α (usually 0.01 or 0.05), if F
> F0.01(m,n), it means that the regression equation is highly
significant, which confirms that the established regression
equation fits well with the test data; when F0.01(m,n) ≥ F ≥
F0.05(m,n), the regression equation is significant; in addition,
F0.05(m,n) ≥F≥ F0.1(m,n), the regression equation is significant
below 0.1; F< F0.1(m,n), the regression equation is not
significant.
According to the above orthogonal test design results, the

EUR increase of gas wells with different production system
schemes was regarded as the dependent variable, and the 20
year EUR increase was adopted as the response values. The
multiple regression nonlinear equations between response

Table 11. Multi-Factor Orthogonal Design for Shale Gas Wells

reservoir parameter engineering parameter production system parameter

original
reservoir

pressure/MPa
matrix

permeability/mD
water
content

hydraulic
fracture
number

hydraulic
fracture

half-length/m

fracture network
stress

sensitivity/MPa−1

managed pressure
drawdown
duration/a

initial
controlled
pressure

pressure
drop
path

level A B C D E F G H I

1 50 5 × 10−5 0.4 72 60 0.2 0.1 0.2 −0.6
2 60 1 × 10−4 0.45 85 70 0.225 0.5 0.4 −0.3
3 70 5 × 10−4 0.5 90 80 0.25 1 0.6 1
4 80 1 × 10−3 0.55 105 90 0.275 2 0.8 2
5 90 5 × 10−3 0.6 120 100 0.3 3 0.95 3
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Table 12. Orthogonal Design Scheme Running Result

reservoir parameters engineering parameters production system parameters
objective
function

run

original
reservoir

pressure/MPa
matrix

permeability/mD
water
content

hydraulic
fracture
number

hydraulic
fracture

half-length/m

fracture network
stress

sensitivity/MPa−1

managed pressure
drawdown
duration/a Pwf0/Pe

pressure
drop
path

20 year-EUR
increase/%

1 60 5.00 × 10−5 0.5 120 90 0.25 2 0.2 −0.3 13.46
2 60 5.00 × 10−4 0.4 120 80 0.225 0.5 0.2 1 17.06
3 80 5.00 × 10−3 0.4 72 70 0.25 0.1 0.4 1 5.42
4 50 1.00 × 10−4 0.5 120 80 0.225 0.5 0.4 2 10.74
5 50 5.00 × 10−3 0.45 85 100 0.25 1 0.6 −0.6 0.03
6 60 5.00 × 10−5 0.4 80 80 0.3 1 0.4 2 4.45
7 60 5.00 × 10−5 0.55 70 70 0.3 0.5 0.6 1 2.24
8 90 5.00 × 10−3 0.6 100 100 0.3 0.1 0.95 3 5.94
9 80 5.00 × 10−4 0.45 100 100 0.225 0.5 0.2 −0.6 7.77
10 50 5.00 × 10−4 0.45 80 80 0.3 0.1 0.2 −0.3 6.73
11 70 5.00 × 10−5 0.45 60 60 0.275 0.1 0.6 −0.3 3.75
12 70 5.00 × 10−4 0.5 80 80 0.25 0.1 0.6 1 4.79
13 90 5.00 × 10−5 0.45 90 90 0.225 0.5 0.6 1 9.84
14 70 5.00 × 10−3 0.55 80 80 0.225 2 0.4 −0.6 −2.29
15 80 5.00 × 10−5 0.5 70 70 0.25 2 0.2 3 6.25
16 70 5.00 × 10−4 0.5 100 100 0.225 1 0.2 2 6.08
17 70 1.00 × 10−3 0.4 60 60 0.25 0.5 0.95 −0.3 10.26
18 70 5.00 × 10−4 0.5 80 80 0.25 0.1 0.6 1 4.85
19 50 5.00 × 10−4 0.6 90 90 0.25 0.5 0.4 −0.3 −8.08
20 50 5.00 × 10−5 0.4 60 60 0.2 0.1 0.2 −0.6 −8.53
21 70 5.00 × 10−5 0.6 60 60 0.225 0.1 0.6 2 2.92
22 70 5.00 × 10−3 0.45 90 90 0.2 1 0.2 1 0.95
23 60 5.00 × 10−3 0.5 60 60 0.225 0.5 0.6 −0.6 6.31
24 70 1.00 × 10−4 0.45 80 80 0.275 2 0.95 −0.6 5.12
25 60 5.00 × 10−4 0.55 60 60 0.2 1 0.95 1 −16.05
26 80 1.00 × 10−4 0.6 80 80 0.2 3 0.6 −0.3 −2.61
27 90 5.00 × 10−4 0.4 70 70 0.2 2 0.6 2 4.55
28 60 1.00 × 10−4 0.45 70 70 0.225 0.1 0.2 −0.3 5.10
29 80 5.00 × 10−5 0.4 80 80 0.225 1 0.95 −0.3 10.37
30 90 1.00 × 10−4 0.4 80 80 0.275 0.5 0.2 1 12.16
31 90 5.00 × 10−5 0.45 80 80 0.225 1 0.4 −0.6 7.50
32 70 5.00 × 10−4 0.4 70 70 0.225 3 0.8 −0.6 10.79
33 50 1.00 × 10−4 0.4 90 90 0.225 1 0.6 3 −9.71
34 90 1.00 × 10−3 0.5 70 70 0.2 0.1 0.4 −0.6 11.35
35 50 5.00 × 10−5 0.5 70 70 0.225 3 0.95 1 −12.35
36 70 5.00 × 10−4 0.4 90 90 0.3 3 0.4 −0.6 6.99
37 60 5.00 × 10−4 0.4 100 100 0.2 2 0.6 −0.3 −1.46
38 60 1.00 × 10−3 0.45 80 80 0.2 3 0.6 3 −14.37
39 50 5.00 × 10−4 0.55 80 80 0.225 0.1 0.2 3 2.95
40 60 5.00 × 10−4 0.6 70 70 0.275 0.5 0.2 −0.6 7.56
41 70 5.00 × 10−5 0.45 70 70 0.2 0.5 0.8 3 5.10
42 80 5.00 × 10−4 0.45 60 60 0.2 1 0.4 1 4.38
43 50 5.00 × 10−3 0.4 70 70 0.275 1 0.6 −0.3 −36.74
44 90 5.00 × 10−4 0.5 60 60 0.225 1 0.8 −0.3 11.52
45 60 1.00 × 10−4 0.5 90 90 0.2 0.1 0.95 −0.6 4.04
46 70 1.00 × 10−4 0.6 70 70 0.2 1 0.2 1 5.31
47 60 5.00 × 10−5 0.6 80 80 0.25 1 0.8 −0.6 6.33
48 50 1.00 × 10−4 0.45 60 60 0.3 2 0.8 1 −7.71
49 50 5.00 × 10−5 0.5 100 100 0.275 3 0.4 1 −0.46
50 50 1.00 × 10−3 0.6 60 60 0.225 2 0.4 1 −29.93
51 70 5.00 × 10−5 0.55 100 100 0.2 0.5 0.4 −0.3 9.52
52 80 1.00 × 10−4 0.5 60 60 0.3 0.5 0.6 −0.6 7.21
53 60 1.00 × 10−4 0.4 100 100 0.25 0.1 0.8 1 5.63
54 90 1.00 × 10−4 0.55 60 60 0.25 3 0.2 −0.3 11.23
55 70 1.00 × 10−4 0.4 60 100 0.25 0.5 0.4 3 9.34
56 60 5.00 × 10−4 0.5 60 60 0.275 1 0.4 3 2.99
57 60 1.00 × 10−4 0.45 70 60 0.225 0.1 0.4 −0.3 5.41
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values and the multi-influencing variables were successively
established and the significance test analysis was carried out.

a multivariate nonlinear regression equation

= + × × + ×
× + × + ×
× ×

+ × + × ×
+ × × + ×
+ × + ×

× × + × × × ×
+ × × × ×

× × + × ×

× × + × × + ×
× × × × ×
+ × × + × ×

× × + × × + × ×
× × × × × ×

+ × × + × ×

+ × × × × + × ×
× ×

Y A C D
E F G

H A

B C D
E F G
H I

A B A C A D
A E A F

A H B C

B D B E B
F B G B H

B I C E

C G C H D E
D F D G D I
E F E H

E I F G F H
G H

24.91 10.05 1850.9 9.21
13.95 2063.6 61.68
124.95 0.0176

1351836 1005.85 0.0039
0.030 969.97 5.019
37.45 2.77

704.78 1.85 0.055
0.0014 11.17
0.73 160318.8

377.80 83.18 45571.48
8719.32 31947

3596.19 8.79

69.86 99.80 0.014
21.85 0.15 0.28
13.74 0.34

0.23 96.30 339.65
18.35

2

2 2 2

2 2 2

2 2

(41)

b The significance analysis of the regression equation was
carried out by the F test method. Table 14 was variance
regression analysis results of the equation, which showed
that the equation has a certain rationality and can be
used to carry out the influence research of multiple

independent influencing variables interaction on the 20
year EUR increase.

4.2.2. Results Analysis. According to the polynomial
regression equation of EUR increase in different years of
production, all fixed parameters are set as their median values,
and some three-dimensional response surfaces between the
interaction of two parameters are drawn to describe the
interaction mechanism impact between different variables on
EUR increase in different production stages of shale gas.

1 Managed pressure drawdown duration and fracture
network stress sensitivity interaction

It can be seen from Figures 28 and 29, when the high
pressure drawdown production strategies are adopted for shale

gas reservoirs, the excessive stress sensitivity of the fracture
network is not conducive to long-term production effect of gas
wells, while a reasonable pressure-controlled production
system has a positive impact on the long-term EUR of
strongly stress-sensitive reservoir. When the fracture network
stress sensitivity is constant, the managed pressure drawdown
duration has an optimal value range (1 year to 2 years), thus

Table 12. continued

reservoir parameters engineering parameters production system parameters
objective
function

run

original
reservoir

pressure/MPa
matrix

permeability/mD
water
content

hydraulic
fracture
number

hydraulic
fracture

half-length/m

fracture network
stress

sensitivity/MPa−1

managed pressure
drawdown
duration/a Pwf0/Pe

pressure
drop
path

20 year-EUR
increase/%

58 80 1.00 × 10−3 0.55 90 60 0.275 0.1 0.8 2 16.61
59 50 5.00 × 10−4 0.45 70 70 0.25 0.5 0.95 2 −8.23
60 60 5.00 × 10−3 0.45 60 60 0.25 3 0.2 2 −10.54
61 70 1.00 × 10−3 0.5 70 70 0.3 1 0.2 −0.3 15.87
62 50 5.00 × 10−3 0.5 80 89 0.2 0.5 0.8 −0.3 −13.64
63 50 5.00 × 10−5 0.4 60 60 0.2 0.1 0.2 −0.6 −7.89

Table 13. Regression ANOVA Result

source of
variance

deviation
sum of
squares

degrees
of

freedom variance F ratio significance

regression SR m VR = SR =F
V
VR

R

e

residual Se n =V
S
n

e
e

e

sum ST m + n

Table 14. Variance Regression Equation Analysis of 20 Year-EUR Increase

source of variance deviation sum of squares degrees of freedom variance F ratio significance

regression 6.980 × 103 42 1.661 × 102 9.843 F > F0.01(m,m − n − 1)
residual 3.376 × 102 20 16.884
sum 7.317 × 103 62

Figure 28. 3D surface response for interaction effect of fracture
network stress sensitivity and managed pressure drawdown duration
on 20 year EUR increase.
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the 20 year-EUR increase can reach the maximum value: when
the stress sensitivity increases from 0.2 to 0.3 MPa−1, the
optimal value of pressure control duration is increased from 1
year to 2 years, and the maximum in 5 year-EUR is increased
from 3.34 to 16.12%, indicating that the more stress sensitive
the reservoir is, the longer the pressure control duration should
be used to make the final reservoir production effect better.

1 Pwf0/Pe and matrix permeability interaction
As is shown in Figures 30 and 31, when Pwf0/Pe is lower

than 0.4, the matrix permeability is positively correlated with

the 20 year-EUR increase, and furthermore, the lower the
Pwf0/Pe, the greater the EUR increase. When Pwf0/Pe is
higher than 0.4, the 20 year-EUR increase can decline with the
increase of matrix permeability. The greater the Pwf0/Pe, the
greater the decrease of 20 year-EUR increase with the rise of
matrix permeability. When the matrix permeability is higher
than 0.0025 mD, the 20 year EUR increase is negatively
correlated with the initial controlled pressure. When the matrix
permeability increases from 0.0025 to 0.0045 mD, the 20 year
EUR increase decreases significantly with the increase of the
matrix permeability; when the matrix permeability is lower
than 0.0025 mD, the greater the Pwf0/Pe, the greater the long-

term EUR increase, of which the magnitude is negatively
correlated with matrix permeability.

2 Pressure drop path and original reservoir pressure
interaction

As is shown in Figures 32 and 33, when the pressure drop
path parameter is greater than 0, the 20 year EUR increase is

negatively correlated with original reservoir pressure, and then
the larger the pressure drop path parameter is, the greater
decline in the 20 year-EUR increase with the increase of
original reservoir pressure. Therefore, too much controlled
pressure development method is not advisable, otherwise it can
easily make final recoverable production of gas wells to be too
low. When pressure drop path parameter is lower than 0, the
20 year-EUR increase performs positively with original
reservoir pressure; while original reservoir pressure remains
unchanged, there exists an optimal pressure drop path
parameter range (0−1), thus the 20 year EUR increase can
reach maximum value: when original reservoir pressure is
gradually increased from 50 to 90 MPa, the optimal pressure
drop path parameter increases from 0 to 1, and the maximum
20 year-EUR increase changes from 16.08 to 18.78%; when the
pressure drop path parameter exceeds optimal value, the long-

Figure 29. 2D map of the 3D response surface.

Figure 30. 3D surface response for the interaction effect of matrix
permeability and Pwf0/Pe on 20 year EUR increase.

Figure 31. 2D map of the 3D response surface.

Figure 32. 3D surface response for interaction effect of reservoir
pressure and pressure drop path on 20 year EUR increase.
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term EUR increase can be reduced gradually, of which the
decrease is negatively correlated with original reservoir
pressure.
The analysis showed that the combination of different

geological parameters and engineering parameters has a
significant impact on the formulation and optimization of the
gas well production system. Therefore, when arranging the
production method of gas wells and optimizing the production
index parameters, the influence of specific geological back-
ground and fracturing factors should be comprehensively
considered to obtain the ideal reservoir production effect.
However, ignoring the interaction between parameters and
simply examining the impact of a certain parameter on shale
gas productivity of different production schemes is one-sided
and unreliable for understanding the increase or decrease of
EUR growth.

5. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

1 The stress sensitivity for hydrocarbon extraction from
gas shale provides a theoretical basis for production
system optimization. A theoretical composite flow
model, including various stress-sensitivity mechanisms,
was established for the production simulation optimiza-
tion.

2 Based on the local sensitivity analysis method, 20 year
production characteristic curves under different single
factor and production methods were obtained and the
effects of influencing factors on 20 year-EUR increase
were identified as well. The results showed that the
managed pressure drawdown should be applied to the
shale reservoir with high original reservoir pressure and
tight matrix. The reservoir pressure rapid drop and poor
physical properties can result in strong rock stress
sensitivity. This phenomenon can destroy main flow
path into the matrix and fracture systems and further
impair gas flow out of the shale. For the reservoir with
better fracturing design and higher external water
content, the stress sensitivity cannot be ignored during
the gas production period, thus the pressure-controlled
production scheme should be selected as well.

3 Finally, the mathematical model of multi-parameter
interaction optimization intuitively quantified the effect
of single influencing factor and multi-parameter on the

EUR increase in different production years. This
research provides a more reliable reference for
production system optimization based on a series of
mathematical approaches to improve overall long-term
recovery from shale gas reservoirs. This paper also
emphasizes that ignoring the interaction between
parameters and simply examining the impact of a certain
parameter on shale gas productivity is one-sided and
unreliable for understanding the increase or decrease of
EUR growth in different production duration.
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■ NOMENCLATURE

Field
A water absorption rate of the core
B fitting parameters
C stress sensitivity coefficient decay rate per

unit pressure drop
γ0 initial stress sensitivity, Pa−1

w0 initial width of hydraulic fracture, m
Bgi original gas volume coefficient, dimension-

less
we effective width of hydraulic fracture, m
Bg gas volume coefficient, dimensionless
Δpavg reservoir effective pressure, Pa
VL the Langmuir volume, m3/m3

vm reservoir Poisson’s ratio
PL the Langmuir pressure, Pa
vp proppant Poisson’s ratio

Figure 33. 2D map of 3D response surface.
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μ(i) the gas viscosity of the different seepage
field, Pa·s

Ep proppant Young’s modulus, Pa−1

subscript i = 2,3,4 represent the three matrix regions, respec-
tively

Dp median particle size, m
Pavg the average gas pressure, Pa
Kfi initial fracture permeability, m2

D the diffusion coefficient, m2/s
Kf fracture permeability considering stress

sensitivity, m2

Zsc the ideal gas compression factor, dimen-
sionless

γf fracture stress sensitivity, Pa−1

Z the gas compression factor, dimensionless
γf0 initial fracture stress sensitivity, Pa−1

Kia the apparent matrix area permeability, m2

Kmi initial matrix permeability, m2

Ki Darcy permeability, m2

Km matrix permeability considering stress
sensitivity, m2

CtF hydraulic fracture total compressibility
coefficient, Pa−1

γm matrix stress sensitivity, Pa−1

xe effective horizontal length, m
Pe initial reservoir pressure, Pa
ye well spacing, m
Pf fracture pressure, Pa
w the width of a hydraulic fracture, m
Pm matrix pressure, Pa
h the reservoir thickness, m
a stress sensitivity characteristic parameter
ta the pseudo time, s
dch4 methane molecular diameter, m
tBD the max dimensionless pressure drop time
r0 initial hydraulic radius, m
μthe gas viscosity, mPa·s
d methane molecular collision diameter, m
Gp,j annual output in year j, m3

λ molecular free path of methane molecule,
m

Gp,j−1 annual output in year j − 1, m3

Acw wellbore crossflow area, m2

Q0 total investment of single well, yuan
ir annual interest rate, %
N the number of hydraulic fractures
Cd4 modified supercritical desorption gas

compression coefficient, Pa−1

m gas price, yuan/m3

Cg the gas compression coefficient, Pa−1

n production cycle, year
φ1 the fracture network porosity, %

Greeks
Ct4 the matrix comprehensive compressibility coefficient,

Pa−1

ρa the adsorption phase density, kg/m3

Cfi the reservoir compressibility coefficient, Pa−1

ρg the free gas density, kg/m3

Psc standard atmospheric pressure, Pa
ψw the final bottomhole pseudo pressure, Pa2/(Pa·s)
Tsc standard temperature, K
ψe the initial formation pseudo pressure, Pa2/(Pa·s)

K1 fracture network permeability considering the stress
sensitivity, m2

φi the reservoir porosity/dimensionless
K1i the initial fracture network permeability, m2

ψ the formation pseudo-pressure, Pa2/(Pa·s)
KF the hydraulic fracture permeability, m2

ψwf the bottomhole pseudo pressure, Pa2/(Pa·s)
KB Boltzmann constant, 1.38065 × 10−23 J/K
ψLFD the dimensionless hydraulic fracture pseudo pressure in

Laplace space

Field
ca constant term
βii the quadratic term coefficient
βi the linear term coefficient
βik coefficient of linear interaction term
Xi the influencing factor variable
n the number of variables
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